Case Study - Hospitality
Demo Turns Distributor into True Believer
Jack Tharp is a seasoned jansan salesperson working for San Joaquin
Supply Co., San Joaquin, CA. Recently, Tharp tried to help one of his
customers, Chuckchansi Resort & Casino, Coarsegold, CA, tackle its
carpet cleaning problems.
“This is one of California’s most popular Indian gambling casinos,” says
Tharp. “It’s a bit of a drive to get to, so when people come here they
want to stay, enjoy themselves, and play hard.”
“Playing hard”may be good for the resort’s cash registers, but it can be
tough on the casino’s carpet. “With thousands of visitors, the carpets
really take a beating. I demonstrated the Marathon 1200, Tornado®
Industries’ self-contained carpet extractor, because I thought it might
be the perfect machine to help them.”
In just one pass, the Marathon 1200 applies cleaning solution, agitates
with a cleaning brush, and vacuum-recovers the dirty water. It has a
p atented inte rnal bladder that maintains optimal brush pre s s u re
regardless of solution level.
To demonstrate the Marathon 1200, Tharp first pre-sprayed the carpet. He then turned on the extractor, and, as he says, “the results were
unbelievable. The amount of soil and water removed from the carpet
was incredible.”
Tharp says the machine’s water recovery was also impressive. The
Marathon 1200 has a powerful two-horsepower vacuum motor that
speed-dries carpet. “In fact, with the aid of air movers, the carpet was
touch-dry in 45 minutes,”Tharp says.
The customer was impressed with the results, according to Tharp, and
when shown the rinse water, he could not believe how dirty his
seven-month-old carpets already were.
“Overall, the Marathon 1200 has great recovery, excellent balance, low
drag rate, and good visibility,” says Tharp.“I have to admit, not only was
my customer sold on the machine, after demonstrating it, so was I.”
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